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The Winners of the First BIG IoT Call

Here are the 6 selected projects: welcome
aboard!
The first BIG IoT Open call was opened on April
26th and closed on June 16th. The applicants
were requested to enrich the BIG IoT offerings by
integrating their IoT platforms and data by using
BIG IoT technologies.

DFRC
Thingful
52°North GmbH
Flowhub
Nissatech

Last July 11th the evaluation procedure was

Simularia

completed and winners of the BIG IoT 1st Open

Have a look at this interview with Flowhub – one

Call have been selected.

of the Open Call Winners.
The Kick off meeting with the six winners took
place in Munich on Sept, 12th -13th.
Read More

BIG IoT warmly invite you to Innovation Night powered by the IoT European Platforms
Initiative. Four leading IoT research and innovation projects will present their cutting edge
technology. Let us introduce you to open calls, funding possibilites and mingle with
international stakeholders (Siemens, University of Surrey, Fraunhofer Institute). Read More

Join us at the world’s leading Industry IoT congress, where over 250 of the most innovative
and influential Industry IoT thinkers will gather together to share knowledge, present visions
and explain how IoT is affecting many industries such as Manufacturing. Come to the inLab
– FIB – UPC booth to discover more about BIG IoT Project and see some demo
applications Read More

The 7th International Conference on the Internet of Things (IoT 2017) will take
place October 22–25, 2017 in Linz, Austria. BIG IoT project has presented a scientific
contribution: come and meet us Read More

Our BIG IoT Proposal to join ECLIPSE Foundation has left draft state and is now
publicly

under

public

review

for

the

community!

Read More

BIG IoT is a member of the IoT-European Platforms Initiative (IoT-EPI)

BIG IoT is co-funded by the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme
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